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A. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS OF THE QUESTIONS ASKED - 
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Good Positive  

All good Positive  

Nice process for teaching Positive  

To understand difficult points some learning videos are made to be available for 

students by ppt presentation. Also by taking visit to industry some of the points are to 

be explained. Suggestion 

Take good performance in online mode....2. good affert in teaching..... Positive  

campus interview arranged for students future Positive 

Need camps indoor program in college , sport activities Suggestion 

#According to the subject matter to plan a visit to an industrial sector, sugar factory, 

milk industry and other .. #All the students should be allowed to do the various 

programs that are organized within the college. #give a chance to students for To lay 

out the new ideas . Suggestion 

All things are very good. Thanks. Positive  

Conduct workshops , easily availability of different necessary book for students, 

Conduct various subject of guest lecture. Suggestion 

Webinar ,lcd projector is need available for all college system and offline learning 

and online sharing is the best way to accommodate in students help for studies Suggestion 

Start offline lecture and offline practical Suggestion 

Teacher can be a friend of student and help them in any situation Positive  

Everything is good ☺ Positive  

-Tell more things about Internships to students Suggestion 

Interesting and Excellent Positive  

Time management should be done  Negative 

No suggestions...all teachers are best and always active about clearing our doubts of 

topics Positive  

1) Give priority to practical sessions not to writing assignments and notes. 2) More 

and more Campus internships/placements are necessary. Suggestion 

Practical knowledge is important than theory Suggestion 

Please give focus on extra soft skills knowledge other than syllabus. Suggestion 

Please open Bvoc laboratories for students. Suggestion 

College should add the subject microbiology and zoology Suggestion 

Excellent teaching,Good conversation between student and teacher, Positive  

Big Library with current books. Strictness Suggestion 

No nothing already our college is best Positive  

1 effective and enjoyable students and teachers communication 2 college _ campus_ 

selection , informed others jobs , govt competitive exams , Pvt job . 3 digital e 

learning for external students , digital library , digital classes Positive  

1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. 2)Better graphics 

and colors arouse the interest and desire to learn among students. 3)Try to reach 

every student and ask for their doubts. Suggestion 

1) To increase Placement Suggestion 

1) Use projector and animated clips Suggestion 

Offline College ,practical ,well teaching Positive 

1)Provide information regarding internship. 2)To motivate students on how to 

prepare for the interview. 3) Students need a Practice. Suggestion 

Scientific survey,attened the plantation camp,arrange the blood camp Suggestion 

Updating teaching method by using visual media and graphics. Suggestion 

1.LCD Projectors should be used for teaching 2.Webinars should be taken in college Suggestion 



every month 3 Teacher's should promote children's qualities 

LCD projector should be used for teaching Webinars should be taken in college 

every month. Suggestion 

Best teaching facilities available Positive  

All Quality available Positive  

1) Drinking Water. 2)Please fix one class for teaching. 3)At the time of teaching use 

maximum  ppt presentation. Suggestion 

No need , all qualities available Positive  

No need because all qualities are available. Positive  

Planning Guiding & monitoring quality Suggestion 

Teaching method are nice... Observation performed by a professional .. good 

teaching all staff are nice.. Positive  

Best learning,best teacher guide Positive  

Should increase teaching quality. Teach new skills. Teach according to students 

needs. Suggestion 

All Good Positive  

Class room availability Positive  

Nothing to improvement..This is good Positive  

Nothing to improvement Positive  

Offline lectures and practical perform in College Suggestion 

Improve mentality against students who have not condition to pay fee at fix time, 

please don't force him to complete fees ,also give him permission to extend time for 

pending fees..... Negative  

Good teacher and team work Positive  

Projector and animated videos Suggestion 

Start offline lectures and practicals and other facility Suggestion 

Everything is good.. there is no need to improve anything.. Positive  

Explain briefly  Suggestion 

1.Make teaching two way interaction. 2.Try to reach every student and ask for their 

doubts.3 Use better graphics and visual media. Suggestion 

1: The staff should be responsive 2: Teaching must be efficient Suggestion  

Development in educational system Suggestion 

Different courses, get knowledge, sports Suggestion 

महाविद्यालयाने क्रिडाच्या स्पर्ााचे आयोन करायला पाहहजे त्यास बरोबर छोटे मोठे उपिम 

राबिािे Suggestion 

 

Above are the original Positive, Negative, Suggestive comments by the students received through online mode. 

They are placed as it is they are received.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



These are the Suggestion and positive, negative comments expressed by the students through the students’ 

satisfaction Survey. 

Collection and Analysis of the feedback: _ 

We at IQAC collected all these comments and analyzed them and were discussed through IQAC. They are 

sheared with Hon. Prin. Dr. K.C. Mohite; these analyzed comments were also presented to Hon. Prin. 

N.S.Nikam (Secretary, Shirur Shikshan Prasarak Mandal, Shirur and Management Representative, IQAC, 

Comprehensive Committee).  

Action Taken Report:-  

The Management has taken serious cognizance of the suggestion, (especially possible suggestions and as 

well as Negative comments) and action about the redressal was immediately taken. Following are some of the 

points along with Action Taken Report.  

1. Industry visits, campus interviews, Workshops were demanded by the students but due to Covid-19 pandemic 

situations it was restricted according to the Government, UGC, University circulars but surely once the pandemic 

gets over it will be in practice as a regular practice.  

2 Use of LCD, PPT, Sports competitions  are expected but due to Covid-19 pandemic situations it was restricted 

according to the Local Disaster Management Authority,  Government ,UGC, University circulars but surely 

once the pandemic gets over it will be in practice as a regular practice.  

3. The relaxation in the schedule of paying fees is expected, looking at the pandemic, moratorium is given to the 

needy applicants.  

4. Kindly open laboratories for students is a demand but due to following pandemic rules and the guidelines by Local 

Disaster Management Authority the rules were followed stringently , as the openings will be allowed it will be 

made available. 

5. 96% students are satisfied with the communication of PO, CO’s of the courses, but 04% are not aware of the 

same so it was communicated through a notice to all staff to see to it that 100% students are conveyed with the PO, 

COs. 

6.  96.09 % students are satisfied with the online content and the style of communication through this mode 3.01 % 

students are demanding more proficiency in online teaching it was communicated to the staff to take cognizance of 

the same.   

 

 


